
Some people feel that entertainers (e.g. film stars, pop musicians or sports stars) are paid too 

much. Do you agree or disagree? What other types of job should be highly paid? 

 

It is often argued by many that entertaining jobs  entertainers such as film stars are being paid 

too much [this sentence structure makes it seem like the JOBS are being paid too much rather 

than the people] and that is not a positive development. However, I agree that these jobs 

deserve such high salaries. There are also two other types of job which I think should be highly 

paid. Better if the last two sentences are merged as follows: “This essay discuss why I believe 

that these jobs deserve such high salaries and two other types of job which I think should be 

highly”]  

 

There are some reasons why I think these jobs should be paid highly. Firstly, there is often a 

short career path in this job sector and people who pursue these jobs should earn as much as 

possible to ensure their future financial conditions in this short time period. Secondly, these 

people work hard to gain high recognition in society and hard work should always be rewarded 

properly. It is no secret that money can be the best reward in return. Finally, maintaining these 

jobs in society is very important as they entertain people as well as increase mood. Making these 

jobs less paid may cause them to be disappeared as there would be less interest to pursue these 

careers. [This last point seems extremely unlikely…especially as there are already amateur 

entertainers who do not even get paid at all] 

[Basic sequencing words like you are using here may limit your score for cohesion and 

coherence to 6] 

{I suggest you have TWO main points in the paragraph instead of 3 so that you can develop 

each one more fully and raise your task response.}  

 

Moreover, there are two other types of job which, in my opinion, should also be well paid. One 

such career is a teacher. We know that this job is very stressful and requires a lot of patience. 

BesidesIn addition, the future of our young generation is on in our teachers’ hands. So 

Therefore,  a good salary can be a good motivation for teachers to deliver their lessons more 

effectively and work on themselvesbecoming better teachers. The same can apply for to doctors 

because doctors are responsible for the lives of many. That is why they should do many 

researches[uncountable] and spend more  [no comparison being made here ot another 

coccupation] a lot of time to improve their qualifications and all these cost a little small fortune.  



 

In conclusion, I agree that entertaining jobs should be well paid and I also argue that teachers 

and doctors should also be paid highly. 

[One sentence is not enough here. I suggest you have a sentence summarising your response to 

each question]  

 

Below is a brief assessment. I only give full assessments for students who have made payment 

 Estimated  

Grade 

 

Task 

Response 

6-7 This last point seems extremely unlikely…especially as there are already 

amateur entertainers who do not even get paid at all] 

{I suggest you have TWO main points in the paragraph instead of 3 so 

that you can develop each one more fully and raise your task response.}

  

 

Cohesion 

and 

Coherence 

6 [Basic sequencing words like you are using here may limit your score for 

cohesion and coherence to 6] 

BesidesIn addition, the future of our young generation is on in our 

teachers’ hands. So Therefore,  a good salary can be a good motivation 

for teachers to deliver their lessons more effectively and 

Vocabulary 7 Errors with word choice: 

 

Errors with word endings: 

 

Grammar 7 Errors with sentence structure 

 

Errors with articles (a, an, the) you can do a quiz here: 

http://www.ieltsanswers.com/IELTS-Grammar.html 

 

http://www.ieltsanswers.com/IELTS-Grammar.html


 

Overall 6.5 The main issue is your use of linking words are basic and sometime snot correct. 

  


